ABSTRACT. In this note appropriate versions of the Vitali-Hahn-Saks and Nikodym theorems are established for s-bounded additive set functions with values in an abelian topological group G.
PROOF. It suffices to consider the case where T is a countable set {/ij. Suppose on the contrary that T(S?) is not bounded ; then let U e % such that T(Sf) + nU,neN. Since T(Q) is bounded, there isq 0 eN such that T(Q) <z q 0 U. Notice that if n kl (E)$(2q 0 + p x )U 9 then ii kl (Q-E)$ (q 0 + Pi)C/; choose such k x for /^ == 2. At least one of the restrictions to E and (Q -E) behaves like the original problem. Thus, we set Q 1 = £, Sf x = {ÊnQpÊeyjJ! = {ii\Q 1 :iieT} 9 a sequence of subsequences and using the fact that fi x is s-bounded yields a subsequence {F n .} i^l such that /^(y n ((Ji^iF M .)) cz U. Repeating this process gives us a subsequence
and notice that the contradiction fi ki (G)$ fe t (7, i G N, follows. Thus Theorem 1 is established.
When T is a one element set, Theorem 1 specializes as follows.
COROLLARY 1. An s-bounded function is bounded.
Theorem 1 also permits us to assert that if fi k (E) is Cauchy, Eeïf, and G is complete, then the additive function \i defined by [x(E) = lim \i k (E) is bounded; a corollary of the following Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem asserts that \x is s-bounded.
A sequence {JUJ of s-bounded functions is said to be uniformly sbounded (or uniformly additive-cf. [3]) if for each Ue% and each sequence {E J of pairwise disjoint elements of £f, there exists meN such that YsieM^uiEi) e U whenever keN and M is a finite subset of N m .
THEOREM 2. Suppose that {fi k } is a sequence of s-bounded functions such that {fi k {E)} is Cauchy for each Ee6f. Then {fi k } is uniformly s-bounded.
PROOF. Suppose that {fi k } is not uniformly s-bounded. Then there exists a sequence {E k } of pairwise disjoint elements of «9*, U e °U, a sequence {MJ of pairwise disjoint finite subsets of N, and an increasing sequence {n k } of elements of N such that In conclusion we remark that several generalizations are possible (cf. the theorems in [4] ).
